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Abstract The approximation of the quasistatic two-body unilateral contact prob
lem with local Coulomb friction by a mixed finite element method is 
studied. Continuous and discrete variational formulations are stated. 

Using a regularity result for the normal component of the stress vector 
for an auxiliary problem with given friction and some error estimates, 
convergence to the continuous quasistatic solution is proved when the 
discretization parameters tend to zero. 

1. Introduction

This paper deals with the numerical analysis of the quasistatic prob
lem of unilateral contact with local Coulomb friction between two elas
tic bodies . The approach we use here follows that of Rocca and Cocou 
{2001b), where the approximation of the contact problem for an elastic 
body by a mixed finite element method is studied . 

Contact problems with local friction law were first considered in the 
static case by Neeas, Jarusek and Haslinger {1980) . They proved an 
existence result in the case of a strip by a shifting technique when the 
friction coefficient is sufficiently small . This result was extended by 
Jaru8ek {1983) for a domain with smooth contact zone and for two elastic 
bodies . 
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Using a mixed finite element method, Haslinger {1983) proved the 
existence of discrete solutions converging towards a solution of the static 
unilateral contact problem with local friction. 

Existence results for the quasistatic unilateral contact with local fric
tion have been obtained by Andersson (2000) and by the authors, see 
Rocca {1999), Rocca and Cocou {2001a), who have proved that there ex
ists a solution if the friction coefficient is sufficiently small and smooth. 
An extension to a quasistatic problem coupling unilateral contact, local 
friction and adhesion has been also studied by Cocou and Rocca {2000). 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the con
tinuous variational formulations for the initial problem. 

In section 3, we present the discrete variational formulations and their 
approximation. 

In section 4 we prove the existence of a saddle point for the incremental 
regularized discrete problem. Using some error estimates we prove that 
the Lagrangian multiplier is bounded in n-1/2+/3 independently of the
spatial discretization parameter provided that the friction coefficient is 
small enough. Section 5 is concerned with convergence results. 

2. Classical and variational formulations

Let us consider two linear elastic bodies which occupy the bounded 
domains f!/3, {3 = 1, 2, of Rd, d = 2, 3 .  Let rf, r� and ra be three
open disjoint parts of r/3 = an/3 such that r/3 = rf u r� u ra and
mes(rf ) > 0. We suppose that the two solids are initially in contact
with local friction on r3, which is considered as being a bounded zone of 
contact. We denote by n/3 the outward normal unit vector to r/3, uf3 = 

( uf , ... , u� ) the displacement field, ef3 = ( fij ( uf3}} the strain tensor and
by uf3 = (of;(uf3)) = (af;kl fk1(uf3)) the stress tensor. We adopt the

notations u� , u?, u�, u? for the normal and tangential components of
the displacement vector and of the stress vector with respect to n1. 
The problem consists in finding the displacement fields solution of the 
equilibrium equations and boundary conditions. We suppose that aikl 
are of class 0°,112+6 with 1/2 > & > 0 in n/3, 1 � i, j, k, l � d, with the
usual conditions of symmetry and ellipticity. 

Let us denote by <P = ( q,1, q,2) and 1/J = ( 1/J1, 1"2) the given body
forces and tractions. The initial displacements of the bodies are denoted 
by u0,/3 and a displacement u/3 = 0 is prescribed on rf, {3 = 1, 2. We
suppose that the friction coefficient µbelongs to L00(r1) and to the set 
of the multipliers of H112(r1) denoted by M(H112(r1)). 
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The classical problem is as follows : find u = u( t, x) = ( u 1, u2) such 
that u(O) = (u0'1, u0'2) in 01 x 02 and for all t E]O, T[ , {3 = 1, 2,

div O'.B(u.B) = -</i, aZ(u.B) = a�kiek1(u.B) in o.a, (1) 

u.B = o on rf, O".Bn.B = 1/J.B on rg , (2)
u}v -u�::; 0, a}v(u1)::; 0, (u}v- u�) a}v(u1) = 0 on I'3, (3)
0"1n1 = -0"2n2, 10'}1 ::; -µ a}v on I'3 and (4) 
{ 10'}1 < -µ a}v ==> u} - tif = o, 

10'}1 = -µ a}v ==> 3.A � o, ti} - tif =-.AO'}. (5) 

We define V = V1 x V2, where v.B = {v.B E [H1(0.B)]d; v.B = 0 a. e. on 
rf}, {3 = 1, 2, and K = {v E V; v}v -vRr ::; 0 a. e. on I'3}. The dual
ity pairings on H112(r.B), H-112(r.B) and on [H112(r.B)]d, [H-112(r.B)]d 
are denoted by ( , }. We suppose that u0 = ( u0'1, u0'2) E K, q,.B E
W1,2(0, T; [£2(0.B)]d) and that 1/J.B E W1,2{0, T; [L2(r�)]d) such that its
support is strictly included in r�. Let us introduce the cut-off function 

() E CQ°{Rd), 0::; ()::; 1, such that()= 1 on f3 and()= 0 on f�'o, where
r�,o is an open subset having the property that for all t E [O, T], 
supp vi(t) c r�,o c r�,o c r� .

Using Green's formula we obtain a variational formulation of the qua
sistatic unilateral contact problem with local friction as follows. 

Problem Po: Find u E W1,2{0, T; V) such that u(O) = (u0'1, u0'2) 
and for almos t all t E]O, T[ u(t) EK and 

a(u, v - ti) + io(u, v) - jo(u, ti) � (<P, v - ti) + (1/J, v - ti} 
+(Oa}v(u1 ), [vN] - [uN]} 'V v E V, (6)

(Oa}v(u1), [zN]- [uN]} � 0 'V z EK, (7)

where a(u, v) = E,a a.B(u.B, v.B), a.B(u.B, v.B) = In� a�kzEij(u.B)ek1(v.B), 
io(u, v) = -(µa}v(u1 ), l[vr]I}, [17] = 771 -172, (<P, v) = E,a(<P.B, v.B), 
(q,.B, v.B) = In� q,.B.v.B, (1/J, v) = E,a(1/J.B, v.B) = E,a Ir� 1/J.B.vf1. 

2 
Problem Po is equivalent to the following mixed variational formu-

lation. 
Problem P: Find two mappings t i-+ u(t) and t i-+ .A(t) such that 

u E W1,2{0, T; V), .A E W1,2{0, T; H-112(r1 )), u{O) = u0, .A{O) = _xo =
Oa}v(uo,i) and for almost all t E]O, T[ .A(t) E c•- and 

a(u, v - ti) + j(.A, v) - j(.A, u) � (<P, v - u) + (1/J, v - ti}
+(A, [vN] - [uN]} 'V v E v, (8)

( 7r - .A, [uN]} � 0 'V 7r EC*-, (9)
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where c•- = {11" E H-112(r1); supp 11" c fa} n B_(r1), 8_(r1) is the
set of bounded negative measures on r1 and j(A, v) =-(µA, l[vr]I}. The
Lagrange multiplier A satisfies A= 8u1(u1). 

3. Discrete formulations

In order to prove the existence of discrete solutions converging towards 
u, we consider the following finite element approximations.

Let (T,/)h be a set of regular triangulations of of3, f3 = 1, 2, see
Ciarlet (1978). Each triangulation is a collection of elements (Or) such
that Of3 = UiEif 0� with 0� n Of = 0 for all k, l E If, k =f. l. We

assume that each triangulation is compatible with the partition of rf3, 
that is, each point where the boundary condition changes is a node of 
a set O� and we require also that the nodes lying on fa belong to both
triangulations . We shall use the notation�= ff,/, 'Jh2}. Let (l�)H be
a set of triangulations off 3 = uiE.1H r3,i· We suppose that the elements
r 3 i, i E .J H, are segments for d = 2 and rectangles for d = 3. We set

I • • • • • H1 = length (ra,i) for d = 2, and H' = (HI ; HU, where HI, H� are
the lengths of the edges of ra,i ford= 3. We assume that (l�)H are
regular that is there exists a constant 'Y > 0 such that ;min {Hi)/H � ry,

tE.1H 
where H = �ax(Hi) for d = 2, and ;min (HL m)/H � ry, where 

iE.JH iE.JH 
H = �ax(HL H�) for d = 3.

iE.JH 
We introduce the following sets: 

vh = {vh = (vk, v�) E [G0(01)]d x [G0(02)]d ;v!1ni.s E [P1(0r)]d
'ViEif, v�=O on rf, {3=1,2} ,

vh {vhEVh; V�r=O on rf3, vfN=O on rf3\ra, {3=1,2},

{ 2 1 1- } LH 11"H EL (r ); 11"H = 0 on r \ra, 1i"Hlrs,i E Po(ra,i) 'Vi E .JH ,

IlH { 11"H E LH ; 11"H � 0 on ra,i 'Vi E .JH }, 
KhH { Vh E Vh; (11"H, [VhN]} � 0, 'V 11"H E IIH }, 
where Pk(w) denotes the space of polynomials of degree lower or equal 
to k on w. 

We consider the following semi-discrete variational problem. 
Problem PhH : Find two mappings t-+ uh(t) and t-+ AH(t) 

such that Uh E W1•2(0, T; Vh), AH E W1•2(0, T; LH ), Uh{O) = u�, 
AH(O) = A� and for almost all t E]O, T[ AH(t) E IlH and
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a(Uh, Vh -Uh)+ j(AH, Vh) -j(AH, Uh)� (</J, Vh - Uh) 
+(1/J, vh - uh)+ (>.H, [vhN] - [uhN]) 'V vh E Vh, (10)

( 7rH - AH, [uhN]) � 0 'V 1rH E IIH. (11) 
We adopt the following time discretization. For all n E N* we use the 
notation q,i = <P(itl.t) and ..pi = 1/J(itl.t) for i = 0, ... , n, where 6.t = T /n.
We consider the following incremental problem and its regularization for 
i = 0, ... ,n -1.

Problem P�H: For uk E KhH, find u�+l E KhH, >.tr1 E TIH such
that 

a(u�+l, vh - u�+l) + j(>.tr1, vh -uk) -j(>.tr1, u�+l - u�)
� (q,i+1, Vh -u�+l) + (..pi+l, Vh -u�+l) (12) 

·+1 "+1 +(>.y , [VhN) - [uhN)} °V Vh E Vh, 
{ 7rH ->.tr1, [u�jJ]) � 0 'V 1rH E IlH. (13) 

Problem P�iI: For u� E KhH, find Uhv E KhH, AH11 E IlH such that 

a(uhv, vh -Uhv) + i11(AH11, vh - uk) -i11(AH11, Uhv - uk) 
"+1 "+1 � (</>' , Vh - Uhv) + {1/J' , Vh - Uhv) (14) 

+(>.Hv, [vhN] - [uhvN]) 'V vh E Vh, 
( 7rH -AH11, [uhvN]) � 0 'V 1rH E IlH, (15) 

where j11(>., v) = -(µ>., 1'/v(l[vr]I)) with (1'/11)11 a family of functions such
that 'Vv > 0, 1J11 is convex, 1J11 E C1(R), 0 � 1'/� � 1, rJ11(0) = rJ�(O) = 
0 and 0 � s -rJ11(s) � v, 'Vs ER. 

4. Existence of incremental solution

In order to prove the existence of a solution for problem (12,13) we 
consider the following auxiliary problem associated to (14,15) . 

Problem P�iI, YH : For 9H E IlH, find Uh= Uh(YH) E KhH, AH E
II H such that 

a(uh, vh - uh) - (µgH, 1'/v(l[vhT - u�r]I) -rJv(l[uhT - u�r]I)) (16)

� (</Ji+l, Vh -Uh)+ (1/Ji+l, Vh - Uh)+ (AH, [VhN] - [UhN]) °Vvh E Vh, 
{trH ->.H, [uhN]) � 0 'V 1rH E IIH. (17)

Theorem 1 For all h, H there exists a solution (uh, >.H) of the problem 
P�iI, YH and uh is unique. Moreover, AH is unique if we assume that
the following condition holds 

(>.H, [vhN]) = 0, 'V Vh E Vh ==}AH = 0, (18) 
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Proof. Let J(v) = �a(v, v) - (µgH, 1Jv(l[vr -ukr]I)) -(qi+l, v) -
(1/Ji+1, v) and .C(v, 7rH) = J(v)-(7rH, [vhN]). The Lagrangian functional
.C(., .) has a saddle point (uh, AH) on vh x ITH (see for example Ekeland
and Temam {1974)). From the coerciveness of a(., .) and relation {16) it
follows that uh is unique. By condition {18), we obtain that AH is also
unique . 

Condition {18) is fulfilled if 2h � H and we will suppose that this
relation holds in the following. Theorem 1 enables us to define the 
mapping �Has follows : ITH 3 9H -+ �H(9H) =AH E ITH, where AH
is the solution of {16,17). The end of the section is devoted to prove 
that �H has a fixed point with an estimate independent of h, H, for the 
Lagrange multiplier AH. 

Theorem 2 Under the above hypotheses there exists a solution of prob
lem P�'fI for any value of the friction coefficient. 

By Schauder's second fixed point theorem (see Zeidler {1993)) it fol
lows that the mapping� H has a fixed point which is a solution of {14,15). 

Theorem 3 Let Ti,,, 'fir be such that there exist r1 > 0, r2 > 0 indepen
dent of h and H with T1 � h/ H � T2 and a E]O, 1/ 2[. Then there exists
a value µ* > 0 such that the following relation holds 

ll AHllH-l/2+<>(rl) � llµllL'X>(rl)/µ* ll9HllH-l/2+<>(rl) 

+C1 ( 1 14i+l,lll[L2(!1i)]d+ 111/1i+l,lll[L2(rl)Jd + llu�1ll[Hl(!1l)Jd ) .(19)

Thus forµ such that llµllL'X>(r1) < µ*, there exists ro > 0 such that 
the mapping �H has a fixed point in {7rH E ITH; ll7rHllH-1/2+a(r1) � ro} . 
Consequently one obtains once again that problem P�'fI has a solution. 

Theorem 4 There exists a solution ( u�+l, A tr 1) to problem P�H
satisfying the following estimate 

'+1 ( +11 '+11 ll Ak llH-1/2+a(r1) � C2 1 14'' ' ll[L2(n1)Jd, 1 11/Jz ' ll[L2(r1)Jd, 

llcpi,l li[L2(!11 )]d, ll1/Ji,l ll[L2(r1 )]d) • (20) 

This enables us to select a subsequence still denoted by (v) such that
ll -+ o+' Uhv -+ u�+l in v, AHv -+ Atr1 in n-1/2+0(r1 ). It follows that

1. ( ) ( i+ 1 i+ 1 ) Im a Uhv, Uhv =a uh , uh ,v-+O+ 
1. . ( ' i ) .( d+l i+l i ) Im Jv AHv, Uhv -Uh = J /\H , Uh -Uh ,v-+O+ 
lim (AHv, UhvN) = (Atr1, u�1}).v-+O+ 
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All the previous relations, as well as other similar ones concerning the 
limits with respect to the parameter v enable us to pass to the limit in 
(14,15) and to obtain (12,13). Relation (20) is obtained from {19).

5. Convergence results

In this section we prove that there exists a sequence of discrete solu
tions of problems (P�n)i which converges towards (uh, >.n), solution
of problem Phn . If 1lµllM(H1/2(r)) < ji., then there exist two constants
Ca > 0, C4 > 0 such that

ll�ukllv � Ca (ll�<fillv + ll�1/Jill[n-1/2(r1)J"x[H-1/2(r2)J" ) ,
ll�>.klln-1/2(r•) � C4 (ll�</>illv + ll�1/Jill[n-1/2(r•)J"x[n-1/2(r2)J" ) .

These two estimates allow us to construct some sequences of discrete 
solutions for the displacement fields and the Lagrange multipliers which 
converge towards some absolutely continuous mappings with respect to 
time, as follows. For i = 0, ... , n we define

Uhn(t) = u�+l, llhn(t) = uk + (t-ti)(u�+l -uk)/ �t,
.+1 - . .+1 . >.nn(t) =>.ii , >.nn(t) =>.if+ (t-ti)(>.k ->.if )/�t,

Uhn(O) = llhn(O) = u�, >.nn(O) = Xnn(O) = >.'k

for t E]ti, tH1], ti = i�t. There exist two elements uh, >.n and a subse
quence (nk)keN such that

iihn,. --+ uh m W1•2{0, T; V), 
Xnn,. --+ >.n Ill W1•2{0, T; n-112(r1 )),

Uhn,. (t) --+ uh(t) in V \It E (0, T], 
Ann,. (t) --+ >.n(t) in n-1/2(r1) \It E [O, T].

The proof is similar to the ones given in Cocou and Rocca (2000) or
Rocca and Cocou (2001) in semidiscrete cases. We still denote by
(uhn), (>.nn), (iihn) and (Xnn), the corresponding convergent subse
quences. Using the previous estimates, one can prove the 

Theorem 5 Let (7h;)jEN and (T�;)iEN be such that for all j E N we
have T1 � hj/Hj � r2. Letµ E M(H112(r1)) be such that llµllLoo(r•) < 
µ* and llµllM(H1/2(r•)) < ji.. Then there exists a subsequence (jk)keN such
that (uh,· , >.n,· )keN, the solutions of problems (Ph. n,. ) , converge,. ,. ,

,. ,. 
weakly in W1•2(0, T; V)xW1•2(0, T; n-112(r1)) towards (u, >. = OuN(u))
solution of problem P. Moreover, we have 
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The result follows by using the previous estimates and by passing to the 
limit in (10,11). 

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the unilateral contact with local fric
tion between two elastic bodies. An implicit Euler scheme with respect 
to time and a mixed finite element method for the space discretization 
have been adopted. The fully discrete problem was solved by a fixed 
point approach. This result and some estimates independent of the dis
cretization parameters enable us to pass to the limit with respect to the 
mesh size and to time. It would be interesting to consider the numeri
cal analysis of unilateral contact problems with local friction for curved 
contact zones. The problem of obtaining rates of convergence for the 
quasistatic contact problem is open. 
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